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Abstract—MapReduce is a programming model which allows the processing of vast amounts of data in parallel, on a large number of machines. It is particularly well suited to static or slow changing set of data since the execution time of a job is usually high. However, in practice data-centers collect data at fast rates which makes it very difficult to maintain up-to-date results. To address this challenge, we propose in this paper a generic mechanism for dealing with dynamic data in MapReduce frameworks. Long-standing MapReduce jobs, called continuous jobs, are automatically re-executed to process new incoming data at a minimum cost. We present a simple and clean API which integrates nicely with the standard MapReduce model. Furthermore, we describe cHadoop, an implementation of our approach based on Hadoop which does not require modifications to the source code of the original framework. Thus, cHadoop can quickly be ported to any new version of Hadoop. We evaluate our proposal with two standard MapReduce applications (WordCount and WordCount-N-Count), and one real world application (RDF Query) on real datasets. Our evaluations on clusters ranging from 5 to 40 nodes demonstrate the benefit of our approach in terms of execution time and ease of use.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Context and Motivation

Computing challenges from different scientific fields, e.g. climatic changes, bio-informatics, health sciences and engineering, require an enormous amount of resources to be solved in a reasonable time. Computing resources are more and more available in the form of clusters, grids and clouds. As a result, the trend of using these resources for large-scale computation is recently growing rapidly and it is expected to replace high-end servers because of its unlimited computation resources and cheap investment. This change focuses on the huge number of commodity machines working in parallel to perform intensive computations within a reasonable time. However, efficient use of these resources by providing the users with simple tools is still a challenging issue. New programming models should provide the simple tool through which the users can easily express complex distributed programs by hiding all underlying complexity. Among them, MapReduce [5] is one of the most popular programming framework in the distributed environments. The MapReduce framework is very attractive both commercially and academically due to its simplicity. Hadoop [9], an open source implementation of MapReduce has been widely used in many large companies and institutions, e.g. Yahoo!, Facebook, Amazon etc, for large-scale data analysis. The users can quickly develop a complicated distributed application using MapReduce without a comprehensive knowledge of parallel and distributed systems. Furthermore, many algorithms as well as applications naturally fall into the MapReduce model, such as word count, grep, equi-join queries etc. and other applications required large data analysis coming from other domains (biology, geography, physics, etc). Therefore, it is considered as an important platform for large-scale, massively parallel data computation.

The MapReduce framework is particularly well suited to static or slow changing sets because of the dependency between the map and the reduce phases. Some applications, however, work on dynamic data, either added to the initial input set or generated during the execution, and should generate updated results without human intervention. This decoupling of data production and consumption is widespread and gives birth to many different programming models. As an example, the Publish/Subscribe model allows asynchronous generation and processing of data and is often used in large dynamic systems.

There are two key problems while adapting the above iterative applications in standard MapReduce. The first problem is that MapReduce jobs implementing the iterative applications have to be manually resubmitted to the system at each iteration. In the current implementations of MapReduce, there is no mechanism allowing MapReduce jobs to be resubmitted automatically to the system whenever their input dataset increase. Lack of such mechanism makes maintenance of up-to-date results difficult, not to say impossible. The second problem is that even though most of the dataset are processed in the previous iterations, the data must be re-loaded and re-processed at each iteration while only few new incoming data are added, inducing unnecessary overhead.

B. Contributions

There are several research works based on MapReduce frameworks, which try to improve the performance of the original MapReduce or extend its applicability to more types of applications. However to the best of our knowledge, there has not been any research work providing a low level API for writing continuous MapReduce jobs.

From the framework side, we propose a modified MapReduce architecture, called continuous MapReduce, which sup-
ports continuous jobs. In our framework, a continuous job, which is submitted to the system, runs implicitly over a long time span, and keeps notifying new results to the users as each increment of the data occurs. In other words, after being submitted to the system, the continuous job will be invoked by new incoming data and will process them. To validate our approach, we develop cHadoop, a continuous version of Hadoop which is designed to efficiency handle the above type of applications. Our implementation is developed on top of the original Hadoop framework without any modification of the original source code so that it can be easily ported to new versions of Hadoop.

To summarize, this paper makes the following contributions:

- a continuous job framework adapted to the MapReduce programming model.
- an extension to standard MapReduce jobs to deal with the complexity of data management for continuous jobs.
- an implementation, called cHadoop, which supports standard and continuous jobs and requires no direct modification of Hadoop source code
- an evaluation of the performance with two standard MapReduce applications (WordCount, WordCount-N-Count) and a realistic application (RDF queries).

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the background of MapReduce and some most related papers to our research work. Section III is dedicated to a high level presentation of our approach and its main components. Section IV describes the implementation of our approach on top of Hadoop. Section V presents some case studies of the framework in detail. In the next section, Section VI, the results of our experiments are reported with some analysis of the performance of our approach. Finally, we conclude the paper and discuss some open issues.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

A. Background

1) MapReduce: Processing large amount of data often requires a lot of computations which are distributed on a large set of machines.

Google has proposed the MapReduce programming model [5] that allows the users to develop complex distributed programs but conceals all the underlying sophistications. The most attractive feature of MapReduce is its simplicity: a MapReduce program is comprised of only two primitive functions, called map and reduce, which are written by users to process key/value pairs.

First, a user-defined map function reads a set of records from an input file, then performs any desired operation, producing a set of intermediate key-value pairs. All pairs with the same key are grouped together and passed to the same reduce function. The reduce function process all values associated to a particular key and produces key-value pairs. Generally, all map/reduce instances are distributed on different nodes of a cluster.

Algorithm 1 The Standard MapReduce WordCount Code

function MAP(key, value)
    EmitIntermediate (value, 1)
end function

function REDUCE(key, values[])
    for v in values do
        result ← result + v
    end for
    EmitOutput (key, result)
end function

For instance, as presented in Algorithm 1, we consider the wordcount example which is directly taken from the original MapReduce article [5]. Each map function takes names of input documents as keys and their contents as values. Then it emits intermediate key-value pairs for every word in the document. Each pair contains a word as key, and an associated count of its occurrences as value, i.e. 1. In the reduce function, all intermediate key-value pairs are grouped based on the intermediate key, thus in this example, every word is associated with its occurrence values in the document. Finally, each reduce function sums together all word counts emitted for a specific word and writes the final output as a new file to the distributed file system.

2) Hadoop: Hadoop [9] is the Apache Software Foundation open source and Java-based implementation of the MapReduce framework. It provides a tool for processing a vast amount of data using the MapReduce model. Data are processed in-parallel on large clusters in a reliable and fault-tolerant manner.

The Hadoop framework contains two main components: Hadoop Distributed FileSystem (HDFS) and Hadoop MapReduce. HDFS is an open source implementation of the Distributed Google File System (GFS) [10]. It provides a unified storage by aggregating disk space from different machines called DataNodes. It supports standard operations such as reading and writing, and provides redundancy through block replication. It does not however, support modification of existing files; appending data to files is still experimental and should not be used for production work. When a file is copied to HDFS, it is divided into 64MB blocks which are randomly distributed on the data nodes. Although HDFS is distributed, it still has a single point of access, called NameNode, which maintains meta-data for the whole filesystem.

The Hadoop MapReduce distribution comprises the infrastructure to execute MapReduce Jobs. A master node, called JobTracker controls the distribution and execution of
the jobs on the computation nodes (TaskTrackers) across the cluster.

B. Related Works

Hadoop Online Prototype (HOP) [4], is an approach for getting "early results" from a job while it is being executed by a flush API. The flush API forces the job's mappers to send their current results to the job's reducers, and so it can return a snapshot of a final output to the users by processing the intermediate results. HOP can be considered as a potential approach for running MapReduce jobs continuously, however the authors only consider it in terms of returning snapshots of the final output to the users. There is no guarantee that the snapshots represent a possibly correct output of the job. It is only adapted to jobs where the output converge toward the final one. Recently, several research works have been studied to implement iterative algorithms efficiently on MapReduce frameworks such as HaLoop [2], Twister [6] or PIC [8]. The common characteristic of iterative applications is that they operate on both the original input data set (often called static data) and a generated one (called dynamic or variable data). These data sets are processed iteratively until the computation satisfies a convergence or termination condition. The distinction between the two types of data can be used to avoid repeated loading of the static data and improve performance.

Therefore, [2], [6], [8] propose some techniques to improve the performance by avoiding the repeated loading of unchanged original input data at each iteration. In our opinion, the current techniques could not be applied to our problem due to following limitation. The original input of their iterative applications is always static and does not change during the computation. As a consequence, there is no trigger mechanism to automatically re-launch the computation as input data sets evolve.

A low latency continuous MapReduce model is described in [1]. It is designed to quickly and efficiently process incoming data but does not seem to be able to maintain states between successive executions. At a higher level, [12] describes a workflow manager which pushes new data to Pig programs running on top of Hadoop. In their framework, the de-duping operation allows a task to emit data to be used for subsequent executions. Finally, the work in [3] is probably the closest to our proposal. The authors propose to save intermediate states of complex queries (SQL) in buffers using user defined functions. However neither the semantic nor the integration of such functions in a MapReduce workflow is clearly described.

Although these frameworks bear some close similarities to our proposal, there are some notable differences:

- The existing iterative frameworks (e.g. [2], [6], [8]) assume that the only new data added to the system comes from previous iterations and not from outside source.
- Uninterrupted execution until the end of the computation is assumed. Thus, they lack mechanism to automatically re-launch jobs when input data sets evolve.
- The implementation of current approaches (e.g. [2], [4], [8]) extensively modify the original Hadoop which makes it difficult to keep-up with the latest official release.
- The higher level frameworks (e.g. [3]) are not directly applicable to standard MapReduce jobs since they usually rely on specific languages or external APIs.

To the best of our knowledge, our proposal is the only one to work at the level of a MapReduce job and offer a simple and elegant solution to maintain state between executions. Because it does not rely on extensive modification of Hadoop, it can also be easily ported on new versions of Hadoop.

III. CONTINUOUS MAPREDUCE JOBS

We will call continuous jobs as a set of jobs which have to be executed automatically when new input data are available in a specified location of the filesystem. A continuous job should have the following properties:

- efficiency: it should not process the whole dataset at each iteration.
- correctness: the merging of all results should be equivalent to those obtained if running on the whole dataset.

A naive approach to implement continuous jobs is to simply re-execute jobs on new data added after the last execution, using timestamps. However, the main issue with this algorithm is that it does not have the correctness property. To clearly understand the above properties, consider a continuous version of the wordcount application. Let's assume that at time $t_0$, it runs on the dataset which only contains the word $foo$ once. At time $t_1$, some new data is added which also contains $foo$. If the job only runs on the new data, it will report $foo$ as appearing once although there are two occurrences in the whole dataset.

In order to hold the above properties, continuous jobs need to have the following features. The first one is to keep the efficiency property by taking only new data into consideration for the new re-execution, instead of the whole dataset. The second one is to hold the correctness property by saving some of the current data or results for the next execution. It is worth noting that, depending on the application, only a subset of the results should be carried to the next execution.

From our analysis, data can be classified into three different categories:

- New data have been added to the system since the last execution of a continuous job.
- Result data have been produced by a continuous job.
- Carried data have to be saved for subsequent runs.

The notion of carried data is application dependent and should be decided by the programmer. In our previous
example, the carried data for word-count would be the result of the previous run, as we will explain in detail in section IV-D. A natural place to decide which data should be carried is the reduce phase because it is usually the place producing the final results of the job. Therefore, the output of the carry and reduce operations are expected to be similar: both should produce \((\text{key}, \text{value})\) pairs. We propose a modification to the definition of the MapReduce job which adds a carry operation during the reduce phase, as shown in Figure 1. The data generated by this method will be re-injected as an output of the map phase of the next execution. The rational is that they were generated by the previous reduce phase from "mapped" data. Hence, having them go through a mapper again might just be redundant. In practice, the developer simply calls a carry function to output \((\text{key}, \text{value})\) pairs from inside the code of the reduce function.

The new execution flow of the continuous job is described in Figure 1. During the first execution, it only scans existing data. If a carry method is defined, carried data will be produced and added to the input of reducers of the next execution. When new data are added, the job is executed against them and the carried one.

### IV. Implementation

In this section, we discuss in detail the implementation of our continuous job mechanism in cHadoop, a continuous version of Hadoop. We have to address three different points. First, we need to store jobs submitted by a user so that they can be re-executed when necessary. Second, we need the filesystem to trigger the re-execution of a job whenever new data is added. Finally, we need to limit the continuous jobs to new data by using the timestamp mechanism. Therefore, we introduce two main components, a Continuous Job Tracker, a Continuous NameNode, which are central to managing and executing continuous jobs. To help users develop continuous jobs, we provide a ContinuousJob and the associated ContinuousMapper and ContinuousReducer. A global view of cHadoop is given in Figure 2.

#### A. Continuous Job Tracker

As explained in section II-A2, the Job Tracker is responsible for managing the users’ submitted jobs and scheduling them on the cluster. Once they are finished, they are discarded and cannot be run again unless they are manually resubmitted. We introduce a new component, the Continuous Job Tracker, which acts as a proxy to the standard one. Therefore, instead of submitting continuous jobs to the Job Tracker, they are submitted to the Continuous Job Tracker which will resubmit them when necessary. The whole communication for submitting jobs to the Continuous Job Tracker or resubmitting them to the Job Tracker are transparently performed by the framework. They are implemented using public Hadoop APIs, making them easier to port to new versions.

As in the original Hadoop, non continuous jobs can be directly submitted to the Job Tracker. By keeping all the features provided in Hadoop, cHadoop not only brings new features for enabling continuous jobs but also supports standard jobs and tools such as the web frontend.

#### B. Continuous Name Node

In Hadoop, the Name Node is responsible for file system management and acts as a single entry point to the distributed filesystem. In the latest stable Hadoop release available at the time of writing \(^1\), there was no public API to listen to filesystem events such as file creation. Thus we could not avoid replacing the NameNode with

\(^1\)Hadoop 1.0.4
our own version to have a *ContinuousNameNode* which triggers events for changes in the filesystem. Our version simply subclasses the *NameNode* class and overrides the required methods. When new data are added, an event will be sent to the *Continuous Job Tracker*. If there are any continuous jobs monitoring the path storing the new data, they will be resubmitted to the cluster. The communication is implemented using the RPC protocol provided by the Hadoop IPC/RPC API.

Furthermore, the *Continuous Name Node* also plays an important role in data management, which strongly impact the performance of our framework.

### C. Continuous Data Management

In order to limit a continuous job to new data, we chose to timestamp the data when they are added to the system. In Hadoop or other MapReduce implementations, data are split in fixed size blocks which are distributed among data nodes. Appending data to existing files is at best experimental and no in-place modification are allowed. Thus the timestamping can be done at the block level. More precisely, when data are copied to the filesystem, all of their data blocks are time-stamped as follows: 

\( <timestamp, \text{block}_{data_1}, \text{block}_{data_2}, ..., \text{block}_{data_n}> \). Therefore, the overhead is expected to be negligible both in time and space.

Only blocks added to the filesystem after the last execution time of a continuous job are considered valid and will be selected as an input for the next execution. Other blocks are discarded as they do not contain any new data.

To implement such mechanism, we use the standard *InputFormat* which breaks the input of a job into *InputSplits*, i.e data blocks to be processed by mappers. We provide a *ContinuousInputFormat* which only passes valid splits to mappers using Algorithm 2.

```java
class WordCountReducer extends ContinuousReducer {
  ...
  void continuousReduce(..., ContinuousContext context) {
    int sum = 0;
    for (IntWritable i : values) {
      sum = sum + i.get();
    }
    context.write(key, sum);
    context.carry(key, sum);
  }
}
```

Listing 1: Java code for the reducer of continuous Word-Count in cHadoop

### V. Case Studies

#### A. WordCount and WordCount-N-Count

The first application, WordCount is simply a continuous version of the famous WordCount job. WordCount-N-Count, on the other hand, reports words which appear at least \( N \) times in the input file. For WordCount, we simply need to carry the current result for the next execution. Hence the carried data are the same as those normally output by the reducer. For WordCount-N-Count, only words which appear less than \( N \) times need to be carried because new data might change their number of occurrences (Algorithm 3).

```java
Algorithm 3 Reduce function of WordCount-N-Count in cHadoop

function REDUCE(key,values[]) {
  for v in values do
    result ← result + v
  end for
  if result ≥ N then
    EmitOutput (key, result)
  else
    Carry (key, result)
  end if
}
```

#### B. RDF Query

To further validate our proposal, we now consider the problem of distributed RDF queries [13] on large data.
RDF is a data format extensively used in semantic web technologies. Data are represented as triple in the form subject, predicate, object. A dedicated language, SPARQL, is used to perform complex queries over them. A query is usually made of a set of triple patterns and some filtering and returns only the triples matching all patterns and filters. We have implemented the query processing in Hadoop using the algorithm described in [11]. It is based on two phases: the selection phase and the join phase. The selection phase filters the RDF data that satisfy at least one triple pattern and the join phase runs iteratively based on the number of join variables in the Basic Graph Pattern of the query [11].

```sparql
SELECT ?yr
WHERE {
  ?journal dcterms:issued ?yr
}
```

Listing 2: Query Q₁ of SP²Bench

Figure 2 presents the query Q₁ of the benchmark SP²Bench [14] which will be considered in our experiments. It consists in three sub-queries joined by a shared join variable journal. Basically this query returns the issued year (dcterms:issued) of a publication of type bench:Journal with title Journal 1 (1940). In cHadoop, this query is implemented as two continuous MapReduce jobs. The first one, called Selection Job, takes RDF triples as input and outputs only those matching at least one of the subqueries. The second job performs a Join on the journal variable to identify, among the candidate triples, those which match the whole query. The non matching triples of the join job are carried for subsequent executions. The overall execution flow of the query is presented in Figure 3.

---

VI. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

In this section, we report the results of executing three applications using cHadoop on two clusters of different sizes. All results are compared to a similar application implemented using standard Hadoop.

A. Experimental Setup

We have run our experiments on two clusters, namely small and large to demonstrate the use of the cHadoop framework and its benefits at different scales. The small testbed is a 5 nodes cluster and the large one a 40 nodes cluster. Each node is equipped with two Intel 2.26Ghz processors (4cores/processor), 32GB of RAM and 510GB of storage space. The nodes are connected in a mesh topology with 10 gigabit Ethernet links. The framework was configured as follows: the masters (ContinuousJobTracker, JobTracker and ContinuousNameNode) were running on the same physical machine, and the clients, i.e TaskTracker and DataNode, were distributed among the 5 and 40 physical machines in the small and large testbed, respectively. From Hadoop point of view, the small (resp. large) cluster is configured to have a total 40 map and 20 reduce slots (resp. 320 map and 160 reduce slots). Finally, Hadoop 1.0.4 and Java 1.7 are used in our experiments.

The scenario for all experiments is as follows. An application, implemented as a continuous job, is submitted to the system which initially contains no data. More precisely, the application takes (subscribes to) an empty folder in the file system as its input. We then add new data to this folder which triggers the execution. This step is repeated for some iterations to increase the total amount of data in the filesystem. For the standard approach, after inserting a new dataset, the jobs need to be resubmitted manually.

For the applications WordCount and WordCount-N-Count, we use the benchmark [7]. At each iteration, 20GB of data, containing approximately 45 million words, are inserted. For the RDF query experiment, we use SP²Bench [14] and add 3GB of data containing 20 million triples at each iteration. In all experiments, the number of reducers was set to the maximal configuration of the Hadoop cluster.

For all experiments we report the total execution time and the speedup achieved by cHadoop over standard Hadoop.

B. Experiment Results

Figure 4 shows the execution time and the speedup experienced on the small cluster for our three test applications. For the first iteration, there is no significant difference between standard Hadoop and cHadoop, showing that the overhead introduced by our framework is negligible. However, as the dataset keeps increasing, our approach starts to outperform the original one because each subsequent execution processes only a small fraction of the data (the new and carried one). The speedup of our approach increases with the number of iteration because its execution times only slowly increases with the amount of data.

Using the same dataset, we have ran the experiments on the large cluster (Figure 5). In this situation, the large
The obtained speedup can be explained by the much lower number of computing resources needed for executing continuous jobs is reduced compared to a standard job. This allows for better sharing of the Hadoop cluster among many users.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we have presented a framework to support continuous MapReduce applications frameworks. Jobs registered by the user are automatically re-executed when new data is added to the system. Since running the job only on new data can lead to incorrect results so we have introduced the notion of carried data. These data are produced by a carry function in the reduce phase of continuous job and are automatically added as an input for the subsequent run. We have provided an implementation in Hadoop which does not require modifications to the original framework and is thus easily ported to new versions of the library. New data are identified using a timestamping mechanism, totally transparent to the user. The provided API is very close to the standard one, making it very easy to turn existing jobs into continuous one. Using two standard MapReduce applications and a non-trivial example of SPARQL queries, we have highlighted the good performance and the low overhead of our implementation. A limitation of the current implementation is the latency of the job re-execution. Since we strictly follow the standard Hadoop workflow, restarting a job on our cluster can take up to 20 seconds, which is very inefficient especially when the set of new and carried data is increased by 0.6 GB on average by each iteration.

precisely, for example, in the WordCount application, carried data are increased by 0.6 GB on average by each iteration. However, since they have already been processed, they are in a much more compact form and requires less resources when re-executing. Similarly, in WordCount-N-Count, the size of carried data is about 1.7 GB after each iteration. This is an important benefit from our approach: the number of computing resources needed for executing continuous jobs is reduced compared to a standard job. This allows for better sharing of the Hadoop cluster among many users.
data is small. We plan to investigate this in future work.
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